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Nursing Assistant : A Nursing
Acello/Hegner
2016
9-12
9781133132387
Process Approach
Notes: Clearly written with excellent background material and information on most topics. Standardized chapter formats including
objectives and extensive vocabulary lists. Chapter Alert sections cover various topics. “Difficult situations” address various care related
problems. These lend themselves to problem solving and critical thinking. Geared to meet the employment needs of employers and
CAN employees in a large variety of work settings. Not all NHCFSAC skills included.
Key Features:
The favorite in nursing assistant education, NURSING ASSISTING: A NURSING PROCESS APPROACH, 11E prepares more nursing
assistants for meaningful careers in acute care, long-term care, and home health than any other book of its kind! The step-by-step
format walks readers through more than 150 procedures, including key skills in patient handling and transfers, wound care,
communication, safety, and record keeping, as well as special care procedures for patients with medical devices, catheters, and
physical or mental impairments. Easy-to-understand chapters also explore essential background information, such as basic human
anatomy, career planning, and the latest health care trends. Updated throughout, this edition has numerous carefully chosen new full
color photos and illustrations to bring the content to life. The comprehensive supplement package includes a traditional print workbook
as well as Cengage Learning’s innovative digital solution MindTap for a complete online learning experience. Respected, trusted, and
designed for every learner NURSING ASSISTING: A NURSING PROCESS APPROACH, 11E is the perfect solution for your nursing
assisting program.
Nursing Assistant : A Nursing
Acello/Hegner
2016
9-12
9781305536449
Process Approach, Instant Access
Code MindTap (1 year)
Nursing Assistant : A Nursing
Acello/Hegner
2016
9-12
9781305577930
Process Approach, Vital Source
Mobile eBook (1 year)
Nursing Assistant : A Nursing
Acello/Hegner
2016
9-12
9781305468597
Process Approach, Student Edition
_ MindTap (6 year access)
Nursing Assistant : A Nursing
Acello/Hegner
2016
9-12
9781305504172
Process Approach, Instructor's Web
Site
Nursing Assistant : A Nursing
Acello/Hegner
2016
9-12
9781133132400
Process Approach, Workbook
Sports Medicine Essentials :
Clover
2016
9-12
9781133281245
Core Concepts in Athletic
Training & Fitness Instruction
(with Premium Web Site Printed
Access Card)
Notes: This text covers the majority of the Idaho performance standards. The online version was easy to use. The browser version was
not as convenient. There could be more electronic support for the text. Was not able to access MindTrap.
Well done procedural steps for specific skills, good tables and graphics, well organized, precise language. Physical assessment of
injuries is too specific for secondary students. Depth of injuries is missing- too simplistic. It doesn’t include reasoning for procedures or
provide evidence based explanations or support materials. Instructor will need to supplement this text.
Key Features:
Correlating with NATA Standards, SPORTS MEDICINE ESSENTIALS: CORE CONCEPTS IN ATHLETIC TRAINING & FITNESS
INSTRUCTION, 3rd Edition introduces essential skills in Sports Medicine, along with its growing number of career choices. Key topics
address fitness assessment, conditioning, emergency preparedness, injury management, therapeutic modalities, nutrition, ethical and
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legal considerations, and much more. Students will explore careers in fitness instruction, athletic training, exercise physiology, sports
management, and even physical therapy, while practicing important, job-related skills. More than a text, this unique hands-on learning
tool asks students to perform essential skills, such as taping injuries, researching sports medicine supplies and their costs, and even
forming a mock safety committee to mitigate injury risks to athletes. SPORTS MEDICINE ESSENTIALS: CORE CONCEPTS IN
ATHLETIC TRAINING & FITNESS INSTRUCTION, 3rd Edition gives students VIP access to the fast-paced world of Sports Medicine in
both print and interactive eBook formats.
Incorporates anatomy and physiology in lessons, establishing a strong foundation for next-level training and studies.
Key information relating to the National Athletic Trainers Association certifications helps students identify must-know topics for testing.
Complements a wide variety of learning styles with text and eBook formats, colorful artwork and photos, hands-on enrichment activities,
a supplemental workbook, and much more.
Detailed look at the many career possibilities emerging in the sports medicine field, including academic requirements and professional
certifications needed.
In addition to photos and illustrations, the book includes step-by-step instruction on taping athlete injuries, vital signs assessments,
conditioning exercises, and other critical trainer skills.
Sports Medicine Essentials : Core Concepts in
Clover
2016
9-12
9781305646568
Athletic Training & Fitness Instruction (with
Premium Web Site Printed Access Card),
MindTap (2 terms, 12 months access)
Sports Medicine Essentials : Core Concepts in
Clover
2016
9-12
9781285344645
Athletic Training & Fitness Instruction (with
Premium Web Site Printed Access Card), Vital
Source 1 year Mobile eBook
Sports Medicine Essentials : Core Concepts in
Clover
2016
9-12
9781305586109
Athletic Training & Fitness Instruction (with
Premium Web Site Printed Access Card),
Instructor' Companion Website
Sports Medicine Essentials : Core Concepts in
Clover
2016
9-12
9781133281252
Athletic Training & Fitness Instruction (with
Premium Web Site Printed Access Card),
Student Workbook

Cengage

Emergency Medical Technician
Exam Review
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Notes: Not up to date, in scope of practice CPR questions some content areas were weak, did have good use of
vocabulary throughout with clear questions. Not a textbook- Exam Review Only. Strengths: Good use of vocabulary
throughout booklet. Questions were clear with simple expectations. Weaknesses: Exam book only. Not a textbook.
Questions do not validate WREMT skill sheets. ALS questions in CPR not BLS. Out of scope of practice. Not enough
geriatric problems. Some content was on the slim side. Not enough critical thinking questions or pathophysiology
questions.
Key Features: With over 1,500 practice questions, the second edition of Emergency Medical Technician Exam Review
is essential for anyone planning a career as an EMT. Designed to prepare students for the certification exam, questions
are based on the EMT level of the National EMS Educational Standards and follow the American Heart Association
Guidelines for ECC and CPR.





Follows the National EMS Education Standards and the American Heart Association Guidelines for ECC and
CPR to evaluate students on the latest techniques and required competencies .
Includes newly developed questions that reflect the current standards, practices, and technology from the field
so students are prepared for the exam – and beyond.
Offers two thoroughly revised, full-length, practice exams as well as all-new Skill Sheets, both designed to
simulate state and national certification exams.
Focuses on specific topic-by-topic questions to ensure mastery of content.

Emergency Medical Technician Exam Review, Vital Source eBook

978128540131
7

Emergency Medical Technician Exam Review, StudyWare CD

978113313128
1
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DHO: Health Science

Health Professions
Simmers

2014

9-12

9781133693611

Highly Recommended as
a comprehensive
program Fundamentals
of Health Professions

Notes: Extremely user-friendly. Up-to-date and good accurate explanations. Strengths: Separate skill practice
explanations are great. Get the feeling it is extremely user-friendly even upon first exposure. Weaknesses: Students
cannot access text online nor can they access study materials without a copy of student disk.
Key Features: HEALTH SCIENCE 8th edition continues to be the all in one resource for introductory coursework in the
health science curriculum. Organized in two parts, the first section of the book presents foundational information required
to enter a broad range of health professions, such as infection control, first aid, and professionalism. The second
provides fundamental entry-level skills by specific careers, including medical assisting, dental assisting, and more.

Provides more than 800 newly updated photos and illustrations that enhance learning and clarify technical
content.

Includes a new chapter on Medical Math that allows you to apply math concepts in health science careers.

Career information has been updated and organized according to the Health Science Career Clusters.

Includes many updates such as new viruses that can become potential sources of epidemics and pandemics,
new health care careers, technological changes in health care and electronic medical records, information on
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and much more.

Includes revisions to the section on cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) to meet the American Heart
Association's new 2010 standards for health care professionals.

DHO: Health Science, Teacher's Resource Kit

978113370381
5

DHO: Health Science, Instructor's Manual

978113370380
8

DHO: Health Science, Instructor's Resource CD-ROM

978113370379
2

DHO: Health Science, Interactive Classroom DVD

978113376560
8

DHO: Health Science, Workbook

978113370320
4
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978128516788
6

DHO: Health Science, Activity Manual
Cengage

Introduction to Sports Medicine and
Athletic Training

France

2011

9-12

9781435464360

Notes: Good for high school level of this type of course. Quizzes in workbook good for Formative Assessments.
Teacher and student texts can stand alone. Supplementals are a plus, but not absolutely necessary. Strengths: Great
visual materials. Layout is smooth.
Key Features:
This book covers sports medicine, athletic training and anatomy and physiology in an easy to understand format that
allows the reader to grasp functional concepts of the human body and then apply this knowledge to sports medicine and
athletic training. Comprehensive chapters on nutrition, sports psychology, kinesiology and therapeutic modalities are
included. Instructors will appreciate both the depth of the material covered in this unique book and the ease in which it is
presented.






Highly Recommended as
a comprehensive
program for Sports
Medicine/Athletic
Training

Includes the newest, cutting-edge facts and advances in Sports Medicine and Athletic Training.
Follows the six domains of athletic training: prevention; recognition; evaluation and assessment; immediate
care; treatment; rehabilitation and reconditioning; organization and administration; and professional
development and responsibility.
Contains a more thorough depth and coverage of anatomy and physiology.
Offers discussion and insight into a wide range of careers related to Sports Medicine.
Ancillary materials, including seven newly developed 3-D animations visually present AC sprain and rotator cuff
injury, ACL sprain, inversion sprain, hamstring strain, taping of the ankle and Achilles tendon, and head injuries
with a focus on concussions.

Introduction to Sports Medicine and Athletic Training, Instructor's Resource CDROM

978143546437
7

Introduction to Sports Medicine and Athletic Training, Workbook

978143546438
4

Introduction to Sports Medicine and Athletic Training, Study Ware CD

978111153796
8
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Essentials of Anatomy and Physiology, 6E
Valerie Scanlon

2010

9-12

9780803622562

Correlation
Recommended as a
comprehensive program for
Anatomy and Physiology for
Health Professions

Notes: Very organized and comprehensive. Excellent pathophysiology. Exceptional test banks. Set up for Blackboard, Angel, Moodle,
and SCORM. No teacher edition submitted, paperback only. Supplementary materials flash based, difficult to access on iPads.
Key Features: Makes A&P fun and easy to study. A student-friendly writing style, the author is well known in the way she makes
complex information easier to understand. Bright beautiful art work within the text gives students a great view of exactly what they are
learning.
Chapter Review Podcasts, Cases Studies, and extra exercises to review.

F. A. Davis

Student Workbook for Essentials of Anatomy and Physiology 6E

9780803623248

DavisPlus - For Student

9780803622562

DavisPlus - For Instructor

9780803622562

Understanding Anatomy and Physiology

Gale Thompson

2012

9-12

9780803622876

Recommended as a
comprehensive program for
Anatomy and Physiology for
Health Professions

Notes: Learning objectives were only found on student website. Assumes all students have internet access. Addition of Human Bio
exceeds current performance practices. Arrangement of concepts with visual diagrams very effective. Great for visual learners.
Leadership opportunities were only found under house calls in teacher manual. Online text available with premium package. Lacking
higher level thinking activities and questions. Really liked heartsongs. Think students will really enjoy format. “Key topics” at the end of
the chapter not as comprehensive as learning objectives. There is a general discussion of learning styles in the instruction manual. No
clear instructional plans. Can only access online activities with Adobe Flash based system. Excludes iPad users. No teacher edition
submitted. No glossary.
Key Features: Beginning with an overview of the body, including its chemical and cellular structures, then progress to one-of-a-kind
portrayals of each body system, grouped by function. A wealth of full-color illustrations, figures, sidebars, helpful hints, and easy-to-read
descriptions make information crystal clear. Each unique page spread provides an entire unit of understanding, breaking down complex
concepts into easy-to-grasp sections.
DavisPlus - Premium For Instructor

9780803622876

DavisPlus - Premium with PlusCode

9780803622876
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Workbook to Accompany Understanding Anatomy and Physiology

F. A. Davis

Introduction to Health Care in a Flash! An
Interactive, Flash-Care Approach

Marilyn Turner

9780803622883

2013

9-12

9780803625860

Recommended as a
resource/supplemental
program for Anatomy and
Physiology for Health
Professions

Notes: Flashcards helpful, although not outstanding. Test Bank and Power Points are helpful, although not engaging. Missing a lot of
important elements. Skills not presented in measurable format- need charts, graphs, etc. Book does not capture interest easily. No
color, no pictures.
Key Features: Introduces students to the health care environment in which they will be working. Covers
communication, cultural sensitivity, human body basics, assessing the patient, ethical and
legal aspects, and securing a job. Health Professions career overviews presented in concise tables.
DavisPlus - For Instructor

9780803625860

DavisPlus - For Student

9780803625860

Publisher
GoodheartWillcox

Title of Material
Introduction to Anatomy and Physiology

Author
Hall, Provost-Craig,
Rose

Copyright

2014

Grade Level

ISBN

Correlation
Highly Recommended as a
comprehensive program for
Anatomy and Physiology for
Health Professions

9-12

Notes: Lot of higher level thinking activities, analyzing and evaluating data, great labs, doable, and inexpensive. Lessons broken down
into sections with vocab & assessments. Lesson plans for every chapter. Differentiation guidelines and sample rubrics. Excellent
graphics. Lots of group work. Multiple cultures represented. Strengths: Section on scientific method & research; History of medicine,
physics & forces that affect the body. Internet resources exceptional.
Key Features: Introduction to Anatomy and Physiology is a brand new, beautifully illustrated anatomy and physiology textbook
program written and designed for high school students. The text includes thorough, accurate coverage of all the body systems in an
inviting, accessible format that chunks chapter information into manageable lessons for the beginning anatomy and physiology student.
An abundance of study aids, such as learning objectives, lesson summaries, vocabulary-building exercises, hands-on activities, realworld applications, and extensive assessment opportunities increase students’ ability to succeed in this challenging course.

Introduction to Anatomy and Physiology Bundle - Text + Online 6yr Classroom Subscription
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978-1-61960-416-2

Introduction to Anatomy and Physiology - Workbook

978-1-61960-417-9

Publisher
McGraw-Hill School
Education LLC

Health Professions

Introduction to Anatomy and Physiology - Instructor's Edition

Title of Material
Health Care Science Technology

Author
Booth

Copyright
2013

Grade Level

ISBN

Correlation
Highly Recommended as a
comprehensive program

10-12

Notes: Geared well toward online or “flipped” classrooms. We noticed and confirm that an initial training session for instructors is
encouraged. Book definitely has a specific layout that is perhaps non-traditional. Strengths: 21st Century Comments, Common Core
links. Weaknesses: Teacher resources were not accessible for review. Book layout is overwhelming at first glance because of the nontraditional format.
Key Features: Features in each chapter include:

Communication & Collaboration activities

STEM Connection (Medical Math and Medical Science)

Virtual Labs (online science concept practice)

Preventive Care & Wellness; 21st Century Skills

Safety; Online Explorations; Online Procedures (animated)

Chapter Summary review

Critical Thinking/Problem Solving questions

Online activities assessment projects

HEALTH CARE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY STUDENT EDITION

9780078780929

HEALTH CARE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY PRINT SE W/CONNECT PLUS 1 USER 6YR SUBSCRIPTION

9780076633586

HEALTH CARE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY PRINT SE W/CONNECT PLUS 1 USER 1YR SUBSCRIPTION

9780076633579

HEALTH CARE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY CONNECT PLUS SINGLE USER 6YRSUB

9780076604173

HEALTH CARE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY CONNECT PLUS SINGLE USER 1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION

9780076604166

CONNECT + HEALTH CARE SCI TECHNOLOGY UP TO 50 USERS/SCHOOL/YEAR 6 YR SUBSCR

9780076604180

HEALTH CARE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY CONNECT PLUS UP TO 100 USERS/SCHOOL/YEAR 6 YR SUB

9780076604197
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HEALTH CARE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY CONNECT PLUS UP T0 200 USERS/SCH00L/YEAR 6YRSUBSC

9780076607938

HEALTH CARE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY TEACHER RESOURCE GUIDE

9780076614080

Publisher

Title of Material
Today's Class Anatomy and Physiology

Meilor-Delaware,
Inc. aka Today’s
Class

Health Professions

Author

Copyright

Grade
Level

ISBN

Melior-Delaware,
2015
10-12
Inc.
Notes: Follows the scope and sequence for A & P. Explains the basic principles of structural anatomy. The diagrams are helpful.
Animation helps cover some of the basic physiological concepts. Does not cover histology. More information is needed for the
biochemistry of A & P. Very little discussion in regard to physiology. There needs to be more application of A & P for each body system.
Key Features:
Online interactive textbook with eLearning Resources and Learning Management System (LMS). The program includes complete text,
eBooks, quizzes, final exams, assessments, and an end of program exam. Key LMS features are a gradebook, student timer, and a
lecture building feature.
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